
Boost body shop efficiency 
with air-drying PF345 Rapid Surfacer

EFFICIENCY
UNLEASHED



Benefits to your body shop:

RAPID SURFACER GREY 
Product code PF345G
Article no. 402114.G01
Contents Gallon/3.78 L
Per box 4

RAPID SURFACER WHITE 
Product code PF345W
Article no.  402115.G01
Contents Gallon/3.78 L
Per box 4

RAPID SURFACER BLACK 
Product code PF345B
Article no. 402116.G01
Contents Gallon/3.78 L
Per box 4

In the fast-paced world of car refinishing, two things are crucial: increased 
efficiency and cost effectiveness. As energy costs continue to rise, body shops 
are seeking ways to reduce reliance on spray booth usage. The priming process 
provides an opportunity to reduce this energy drain. 

The new, innovative Octoral PF345 Rapid Surfacer offers an easy solution to these concerns. It eliminates the need for 
spray booth baking, helping to enhance process times and transform your overall workflow.

Air-drying power  
Cut drying time to just 

15-20 minutes

Boost productivity 
Eliminate bake cycles, free 

up spray booth capacity

Time mastery
Rapid drying times mean more 
jobs are completed in less time

Built-in guide coat 
Removes the need for an 

additional guide coat 

CO2



www.octoral.com

Boost efficiency with air-drying power
The PF345 Rapid Surfacer removes the need for energy-
intensive baking. With air-drying reduced to just 15-20 
minutes, body shops will see a drop in energy expenses. 
It also helps in creating a more environmentally conscious 
and efficient operation. 

Elevate throughput, profits and colour matching
The faster the drying, the more jobs you can complete, 
and the more profits you can generate. Our surfacer 
reduces process times, boosts throughput, and features 
three grey shades for precise colour matching.

Speed and precision
Getting rid of the bake cycle isn’t just about saving on energy costs – it’s about improving your overall productivity. With 
air-drying, the need for a 30-minute bake cycle* becomes obsolete, freeing up the spray booth capacity. For example, if 
your body shop completes four jobs a day with a 30-minute bake cycle, using the PF345 Rapid Surfacer instead allows 
your shop to tackle more vehicles within the same timeframe. 

*   30-minute bake cycle used as an example for a universal surfacer. 

EXPERIENCE 
OCTORAL VALUE 
TODAY 

The PF345 Rapid Surfacer is a step forward in driving 
body shop productivity. Embrace efficiency, cut costs, 
and elevate your throughput with the power of fast-
drying air-drying technology.

Dedicated thinner and hardener
The PF345 Rapid Surfacer comes with 
dedicated thinner and hardener. For 
technical information refer to the 
product Technical Data Sheet.

Completed jobs 
with traditional 
repair process

Completed jobs 
with air-drying 
repair process

RAPID SURFACER THINNER 
Product code TH345
Article no. 303301003
Contents 5 L
Per box 3

RAPID SURFACER HARDENER
Product code H345
Article no.  202125002
Contents 2.5 L
Per box 6



Scan the QR code or visit www.octoral.com

Ready to take your body 
shop to the next level? 

 
Contact us and one of our sales representatives 

will provide you with all the information you need 
about our productivity-boosting PF345 Rapid 

Surfacer. Experience the benefits first-hand and 
witness the transformation in your operations.


